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-T.AVE ALWAYS LIKED MATHS. I ONCE WON THE

HA^S PRIZE AT NEWTON ABBOT GRAMMAR

S:- :CL WAY BACK WHEN. As a runner, you

nn't avoid the subject. The activity is

:~~^ed by numbers. How long you run

- fining, what rep times you do, and of

:r-"se how long races take you.

^z~e recently, the numbers for me haven't

:«—" such good ones: age, weight and PSA

i:c"es. Being diagnosed with metastatic

:: "state cancer in 2013 was something of

i £!•*• e-changer. The fact that the cancer

s—^ed to have spread to my bones

—•£1*^1 that I was advised to stop running

ic^pletely as incipient osteoporosis

~is anticipated. As a dedicated (possibly

rcsessed?) runner, this was a tough call.

**2s n floods of tears as I came away

~c~ the appointment with the specialist.

- faugh life hadn't ended, I felt that an

- ; ortant part of my existence had been

n<e- away from me.

S-rsequent radiotherapy and hormone

•--•=i:Tient have arrested developments,

:: - - ow, and I have done a lot of walking

r- f e fells to try to get something of

i *~x. However, it is not the same, and

r"e-e have been times when I have had

i -=a! deep urge to run. It's not always

£ii* to take the sensible option; despite

~r -A - having a dodgy knee to contend with

as well, I have faltered on the precipice

once or twice. There have been several

occasions when circumstances (or, more

correctly, locations) in which I have found

myself have given rise to an overwhelming

"need to run". In fact, some locations I

found myself in just demanded that I run,

and sod the consequences.

The first time was in August 2015, when

my work took me to an international

mapping conference in Rio de Janeiro.

It was the year before the Olympics hit

town, which was poor timing, but we

were able to see how the preparations

were going and were able to fit in a local

cup derby football match (Flamengo v

Vasco de Gama) at the Maracana, which

was an awesome experience. Our hotel

was right on the Copacabana beachfront.

I couldn't travel all that way and NOT go

back being able to say I had run on THAT

iconic beach. So I promised myself a pre-

breakfast run on Copacabana beach. I was

recording the week's events in a diary, and

afterwards noted: Humid. 5 mm, 3 min, 2

mm (let's coll them reps) all twice. First run

in many, many months. Will I regret it later?

Probably, but a great memory to hold. Knee

may also have something to say about it!

But that out-and-back sweaty shuffle for

20 minutes (more, with breaks) alongside

skaters, bikers and other runners felt

gloriously uplifting. Before going in for

breakfast I sat for a moment and looked

across at the many beach volleyball

pitches, and the stalls setting up for their

day's business. Looking out at the Atlantic

breakers crashing on to the beach I felt

ready to face the day, and looked at life

ahead of me in a new light, as bright as that

Brazilian morning.

One year later, I was writing a book on

fell running and subsequently spending

a good deal of time in the Lake District.

One day my wife Moira and I walked up

to the summit of Bleaberry Fell. Turning

around to descend there is a fabulous view

over Walla Crag and Derwent Water, with

the Skiddaw and Blencathra ranges forming

a magnificent backdrop to the north. The

descent is on a fabulously springy sward

and I suddenly, and surprisingly to Moira,

just let myself go and ran free down the

300ft or so slope. It was pure exhilaration,

followed by a collapse on to the soft turf

in fits of giggles. "You'll suffer," Moira

eventually said when we stopped laughing.

And I did. But sometimes it is worth it for

the memory.

Later the same year I was in the Lakes

again for one of the highlights of my life.

As part of my book research, I found
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I LOOKED AT LIFE AHEAD OF ME IN
A NEW LIGHT, AS BRIGHT AS THAT
BRAZILIAN MORNING

myself sitting in fell legend joss Naylor's

front room. I was interviewing one of my

all-time running heroes and he told some

fabulous stories, some of which were so

potentially libellous as to be unusable.

I was staying in Staveley and had a long

drive back from Wasdale to reflect on ail

this new material. I was so hyper that

I had to stop for a calming coffee in the

first cafe I found: the excellent Woodlands

Cafe in Santon Bridge. Driving back

over the Hard Knott Pass, the sun was

glistening and there was not a breath of

wind in Eskdale. It reminded me of a less-

than-successful run in the OS Mountain

Trial (an orienteering-style event) when

I got a dunking in the River Esk at the

end of a very wet day, after 20 miles of

thrashing around the sodden heather

trying to find the control points.

So, on a whim I parked at the top of the

pass and walked up to the Hardknott

summit - surely one of the easiest of

Wainwright tops to bag. The three-

quarters-of-a-mile ascent from the top

of the pass doesn't even merit a diagram

in Wainwright's guide. I walked up to

the top with thoughts of Joss Naylor's

heroics swirling round in my head (he

once completed all 214 Wainwrights in

just seven days). At the top I was surprised

to meet a fellow walker, and we did that

"hello" thing

and then

walked to

opposite sides

of the summit to

regain our solitary

reverie. ! was so high,

physically and mentally, that

I decided that surely I could run down,

back to the car. Well, I did. I ran all the

way. I immediately sat down on a rock

with a view, feeling pleased with myself.

I had passed the other walker just as

I left the summit, although he walked by

me only seconds after I sat down - my

"running" down was no faster than an

elderly man had walked the route. Or did

he break into a run to keep up with me

without me knowing? Either way, it was

a great end to brilliant day. Although not

quite the end... when I got back to my

friend's house, i had a phone call to say

that I had left my wallet at the cafe and

I had to go all the way back (the other side

of the Hardknott and Wrynose passes)

the next day to collect it.

After 2016 my knee got worse; I have

now had a full knee replacement, which

makes running even more unlikely. That

hasn't stopped me having the urge to do it,

though. Only the other day I finished

a coaching session on a lovely sunny
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SOME LOCATIONS JUST
D£M4/VD£0THATIRUN,AND
SOD THE CONSEQUENCES

-orning in the beautiful surroundings of

-e~t Park in north London. While the

if etes embarked on their warm down,

r.arted walking back to the post-training

::"'ee debrief. It was so nice I once again

fought about running back. After a few

:: -s ided strides I realised it really wasn't

i good idea, so settled back into a stroll,

i": ihought instead of the many great runs

-ave in my memory bank.

- s you may have gathered, I am

:a-ticularly fond of the Lake District and

go there at every opportunity. One of

~*' most memorable runs there, many

lews ago, had no particular destination,

•: great height gained... it was just "of

f e moment". It wasn't even one of those

•v sh I had been racing today, I am going

sc well" training runs that happen on

random midweek nights. 1 was staying with

a friend, Dave Allen, who worked at the

Youth Hostel in Kendal. He came off duty

and we set out on a shortish run from the

hostel. It was a circular route, out from

the centre of Kendal, up to Scout Scar and

sack via some footpaths to the south. As

we came along the top of the Scar there

was a glorious sunset and we did that thing

that runners don't do enough: just stopped

and marvelled as the dying sun cast its

shadows over the valley in front of us.

1 share this story, and many other

memories, with athletes in between

training reps to take their minds off the

pain they are going through. Then there

are always the old chestnuts to bring

out, like, "Did I ever tell you about how

I managed to do a PB for the half-

marathon within a marathon once

(and then the wheels fell off)?" There

are plenty more where that

came from.

Assuming the PSA

numbers stay good,

I have loads more

years of coaching

to do, with a load

more mathematics

to work through.

In simple terms,

I can divide an athlete's

predicted 1,500m finish

time by 3.75 to get a suggested

time for the first 400m... and then

convince her to run even paced laps.

Then there are decisions like whether to

suggest a runner can double his half-

marathon time and add five minutes to

get a predicted marathon time. And if so,

divide the resulting time by 26.2 to get a

minutes/mile time for him to regulate his

pace by. Oh yes, there is plenty of life to

live, many memories to re-live and many

more numbers to wrangle with yet.
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